Swiss Digital Hub @Kyiv

Organized by the Embassy of Switzerland in Ukraine in cooperation with Radenia AG
inviting to its first event of a series of seminars on disruptive technologies for leaders of Swiss business in Ukraine

Blockchain and distributed systems
Blockchain and related topics such as distributed ledgers or tokenization of real assets, ICOs or crypto-currencies are catching lots of attention
globally. Business leaders, researchers and think tanks, academics and enthusiasts are looking for new ways of applying blockchain to existing
economical models and transforming (if not creating) markets, services and new business paradigms.
What does blockchain technology really mean? What kind of opportunities and challenges it brings to a traditional sectors? How it can contribute
into building new advantages or gaining efficiency for our businesses? These and other questions we would like to discuss with world-class expert
who has practical experience in delivering blockchain-driven commercial solutions and platforms during our first event.
No technical knowledge required – event is for business executives. We would advice C-suite and other top business and operational leaders to
attend the event.

Moderator

Oleksandr Radchenko
CEO, Radenia AG
radenia.com

Keynote speaker

Dr. Pavlo Kravchenko

Co-Founder, Distributed Lab

distributedlab.com

Dr. Pavel Kravchenko is a technology entrepreneur, cryptographer, software architect, blogger, author
(amazon.com/dp/B07M9PD1K9), lecturer, public speaker and relentless dreamer.
He has received his PhD in Cryptography in 2012. In 2006-2009 worked as a security engineer in Ukraine; in
2009-2013 was managing IT projects, including for financial services clients. He started his blockchain and
cryptocurrencies career at Silicon Valley, and in 2014 co-founded Distributed Lab with a core mission to
develop a cutting-edge enterprise tokenization solutions, laying the groundwork for the coming “Financial
Internet”.

Date and place

April 11th 2019, Embassy of Switzerland, Kyiv, vul. Kozyatynska 12

Participation and
registration

free of charge upon registration.
We kindly ask you to confirm your participation until April 5, 2019 to Olena.gut@eda.admin.ch
Your registration will be confirmed

Language

English (questions also can be asked in Ukrainian and Russian, no parallel translation provided)

Agenda

08:30 – 09:00

Registration and welcome coffee

09:00 – 09:05

Welcome remarks: Guillaume Scheurer, Ambassador to Ukraine and the Republic of Moldova

09:05 – 09:20

Welcome to the Swiss Digital Hub @Kyiv: goals, format and agenda. Radenia overview – Oleksandr Radchenko

09:20 – 11:00

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

11:00 – 11:30

Q&A session

Establishing a common context about blockchain and digitization
Review of business problems, industries, use cases
Detail review of blockchain tech, its applicability and security
Tokenization of real assets
Practical experience and case studies

